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Attention Economy 2.0

HighVibeNetwork taps into a sweet spot of not just

we, but also learning, marketing and content

marketers, including Yoga, Meditation and

wellness — all designed to uplift and help you

reach your full and truest potential.

HighVibe presents an interconnected network of

platforms that open up a world of experiences,

communities, and curate experiences with the

HighVibe Token in a

sustainable way that supports the incredibly

and align with global social impact initiatives.

More often than not, people fall short in their personal development efforts

because of so many challenges HighVibe.Network

addresses:

1. Lack shared data that provides transparency on sales and

   commissions owed.
2. Poorly incentivised and forced to use non-intuitive systems.
3. Paid with delays (usually well over 30 days).
4. Find self-publishing to be laborious and often struggle to

   drive traffic.
5. Receive less than 10% of revenues from most publishers.
6. Struggle to make a profit from sites with little traffic.
7. Lack incentives aligned with the programs.
8. Forget about or lose motivation after completing the first 1/4 of

   the course.
9. Don’t complete courses they purchase online (96% dropout rate).

We instantly reward HighVibe.Network members for

actions such as submitting quality content, voting,

commenting, participating in campaigns, rating

products, bringing new users to the site and more.

We reward users for participation on the platform,

including activities such as creating virtual reality

content, curation, voting, participating in campaigns,

branding, bringing new users to the site and more.

We actually reward people for meditating!

Also created an internal membership structure

which rewards members as well as benefits players

and lifestyle rewards at alliance partners around the

world.

We've also created a tiered membership structure

which grants members access to concierge benefits

and lifestyle rewards at alliance partners around the

world.
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The ability for authors and creators to monetize online content with

state-of-the-art incentives that encourage desired user behavior!

Our ‘Proof of Engagement’ token distribution reward system

designed to drive autonomous ecosystem growth.
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